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This isThis iswho we arewho we are

A TriHealth registered nurse for 
the past 18 years, Ginger LaMar is the 
Hatton Institute's cardiac research 
supervisor for Bethesda North Hospital. 

“My passion for clinical research stems 
from my desire to help improve the 
medical outcomes of  our patients. 
Through research, we have the ability to 
bring advancements in technology, 
pharmaceuticals, and medical devices that 
otherwise would not be available to our 
patients.”

Dr. J. Michael Smith leads the Hatton 
Institute's pioneering robotic-assisted 
surgery team.  Compared to conventional 
surgery, robotic-assisted surgery results in 
less pain and less blood loss, and it can 
markedly decrease a patient's hospital stay 
and healing time.  Surgical teams from 
across the country and around the world 
have come to Cincinnati to learn 
robotic-assisted techniques at the Hatton 
Institute.

A smiling woman does the hula-hoop at a party, just weeks after undergoing surgery to 
repair a leaking heart valve.  A retired couple runs errands around town. A young mother 
dotes on her healthy, happy baby boy.  Each of  these moments - and thousands more - 
reflect the face of  the E. Kenneth Hatton, MD, Institute for Research and Education.

The Hatton Institute is the investigative arm of  TriHealth, the partnership of  Good 
Samaritan and Bethesda North hospitals.  A recognized leader in biomedical research, 
education and innovation, the Hatton Institute was established in 1997 with a gift from E. 
Kenneth Hatton MD.  We conduct research and education that enhance patient care and 
advance the detection and treatment of  disease.

You may not recognize our name, but you've seen us at work: 

“We are dozens of  dedicated individuals united by a common goal: 
  working today for a healthier tomorrow.”
  Scott Woods MD (cover)
  Hatton Institute Investigator

J. Michael Smith MD
Director of  General Surgery Research, Hatton Institute
Director of  Robotic-Assisted Surgery, TriHealth
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With a dedicated support staff  of  research specialists, nurses, technicians 
and other professionals, the Hatton Institute assists the research and 
education activities of  TriHealth teaching faculty, other physicians and 
surgeons, residents, and other hospital professionals. Working closely 
together, we develop and conduct research protocols, carry out clinical 
trials, design software programs, collect and analyze patient data, prepare 
presentations, and write manuscripts.

Perhaps most importantly, the Hatton Institute fosters a collegial 
environment in which research and education are valued and supported.

The commitment of  Hatton Institute researchers yields impressive results. 
Pharmaceutical companies and other sponsors of  clinical trials consistently 
give the Hatton Institute high marks for its success in enrolling and 
retaining study participants. But as satisfying as those marks are, Hatton 
Institute researchers are most proud of  the varied roles they often assume 
for study participants:  educator, patient advocate, nutritionist, counselor, 
social worker, and friend.

When diagnosed with multiple myeloma, a cancer of  the blood plasma cells, 
Cliff  Fluegemann joined an innovative Hatton Institute study designed to 
evaluate the effectiveness of  a new treatment regimen.  Within weeks, Cliff ’s 
multiple myeloma was under control, and he was once again able to help his 
wife with household chores and errands. Cliff  appreciates the close contact 
he has with the research staff.

“They’ve been very good to me,” he says, and tells everyone he is very 
impressed with the quality treatment he receives from the TriHealth system.

In 2004, Jimmy Felts, a painter with Hamilton County, learned that he had a 
leaking heart valve, a condition that typically means open-heart surgery and a 
long and difficult recovery. At the urging of  his wife, Carol, a Good 
Samaritan Hospital employee, Jimmy turned to Dr. J. Michael Smith, the 
hospital’s Director of  Robotic-Assisted Surgery. After making several small, 
carefully placed incisions, Dr. Smith used a sophisticated series of  
computerized “robot” arms to repair the valve. One month later, Jimmy was 
back at work and once again enjoying his favorite pastimes. Jimmy and Carol 
are quick to recommend Dr. Smith, whom they describe as “very 
compassionate,” to anyone facing open-heart surgery.

When Shaunda Evegan was expecting her first child, she agreed to 
participate in a study investigating whether or not women with low levels of  
blood chromium are more likely to develop gestational diabetes - a disease 
that can prove very serious to a mother’s developing baby. 

Participating in the study was easy and took very little time. Today, this 
proud mother enjoys knowing that she helped advance medical research 
while improving the care of  women and their children.


